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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

Grant Thornton Kessel Feinstein have been commissioned to conduct a rapid review 

of tourism priorities as part of the process for detailed programme design for the 

Eastern Cape’s Provincial Growth and Development Plan (“PGDP”).  Programme 

priorities and programme interventions have been identified and the prioritisation of 

programme interventions is shown in the table below. 

 

Programme Intervention Time Frame Priority 

•  Build representative regional tourism organisations 
linked to district municipalities 

Short-term HIGH 

•  Develop a stronger tourism research capacity in 
market analysis and project development 

Short-term HIGH 

•  Strong focussed research on opportunities in niche 
markets 

Short-term HIGH 

•  Need for a co-ordinated tourism development 
strategy linking marketing and investment/ 
development 

Short-term 

 

HIGH 

•  Develop marketing and investment promotion 
strategies for identified markets, including niche 
markets 

Short-term HIGH 

•  Prioritise marketing resources on niche markets Short-term HIGH 

•  Commercialisation of management of the facilities 
in parks and reserves for different niche markets 
(eg. Eco-tourism, hunting) 

Short-term 

 

HIGH 

•  Identification of local level community tourism 
opportunities in municipality IDPs 

Short-term HIGH 

•  Identification of cultural capital and investment in its 
development, linked to arts, crafts, music, drama, 
history, performance art, etc 

Short-term HIGH 

•  Facilitate linkages between tourism resorts and 
products, and community tourism (eg market 
gardening for resorts) 

Short-term 

 

HIGH 

•  Facilitate access to economic empowerment, funds, 
skills, etc for communities 

Short-term HIGH 
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Programme Intervention Time Frame Priority 

•  Identification, prioritisation and leverage of funds for 
relevant community skills training including 
community based tourism awareness programmes 

Short-term HIGH 

•  Environment rehabilitation though community led 
public works (woodlots, township orchards) 
integrated with local municipalities 

Short-term HIGH 

•  Identifying and prioritising strong potential tourism 
investments particularly supporting local & private 
initiatives 

Short-term HIGH 

•  Regional identification of tourism products to be 
developed within IDP framework and linked to 
tourism routes 

Short-term 

 

HIGH 

•  Packaging and promotion of investment projects for 
domestic and international investors 

Short-term HIGH 

•  Developing tourism based on strong environmental 
protection and rehabilitation 

Short-term HIGH 

•  Strong regulatory framework to provide sustainable 
utilisation of natural resources and bio-diversity 

Short-term HIGH 

•  Improve existing land tenure system by delegating 
leasing approval to provincial level 

Short-term HIGH 

•  Ensure adequate road access to tourist attractions Short-term HIGH 

•  Ensure the safety & security of tourists Short-term HIGH 

•  Investigate the viability of Port Elizabeth and East 
London Airports for international flights 

Short-term HIGH 

•  Develop a marketing strategy for all-year round 
tourism 

Medium-term HIGH 

•   Ensure the production of quality, unique arts & 
crafts 

Short-term MEDIUM 

•  Identification of key environmental and heritage 
sites 

Medium MEDIUM 

•  Develop marketing and investment promotion 
strategies to link the Eastern Cape to the foreign 
tourism markets in other provinces (W. Cape, 
Garden Route, KZN South Coast) 

Short-term MEDIUM 
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Programme Intervention Time Frame Priority 

•  Expanding the areas under long-term conservation 
status 

Medium-term MEDIUM 

•  Strong land zoning to prioritise areas for tourism 
development and protect the environment 

Short-term MEDIUM 

•  Linkage of opportunities to the development of 
existing and new tourism routes 

Short-term MEDIUM 

 

These programme interventions should be used to identify specific projects in order 

to achieve the objectives of economic growth, employment creation, poverty 

eradication and income redistribution.  

 

Each programme interventions can be taken and specific projects can be identified to 

achieve the programme intervention.  For example, the programme intervention to 

Develop a stronger tourism research capacity in market analysis and project 

development may result in a project to establish a research unit at the Eastern Cape 

Tourism Board with the capacity and funding to conduct specific market analysis and 

project development in the province. 
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SECTION 1. BACKGROUND 

 

1.1 BACKGROUND  

  

The Eastern Cape province is currently preparing the Provincial Growth and 

Development Plan (“PGDP”) to be completed at the end of November 2003.  The 

Plan is being funded by the United Nations Development Programme (“UNDP”) 

and the Plan will guide the socio-economic development of the Province up to 2014. 

The PGDP will set a long-term framework for provincial and regional development 

of the Eastern Cape. A Strategy Framework has already been finalised with the 

strategic objectives of: 

 

•  Poverty eradication 

•  Agrarian transformation and household food security 

•  Manufacturing consolidation and diversification and tourism development 

•  Infrastructure development 

•  Human resource development 

• State transformation 

 

The next stage of the Plan will be to design detailed strategies and programmes, 

costed for the short term, to meet these strategic objectives. 

 

A rapid review is needed of tourism priorities as part of the process for detailed 

programme design for the PGDP. Much information has been prepared on tourism 

in the province in recent years, including: 

 

•  The recently launched Tourism Masterplan 

•  Studies by the Eastern Cape Tourism Board (“ECTB”) and the Eastern 

Cape Development Corporation (“ECDC”) 

•  Zonal studies on the Wild Coast and other regions 

•  National level databases and analysis 

 

Grant Thornton Kessel Feinstein has been appointed to conduct this rapid review for 

programme prioritisation. The review is required to include: 
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•  A review of the main opportunities for tourism development in the Eastern 

Cape based on available work done on the domestic and international 

tourism market; 

•  Identification of the major priorities for tourism development in the 

Eastern Cape based on a review of literature and meetings with key players; 

•  Identification of the major constraints to tourism development in the 

province, such as infrastructure, training, and lack of major facilities, 

attractions and resorts; 

•  Identification of linkages to community tourism and the opportunities to 

increase rural incomes through community tourism; and 

•  The setting out of programme priorities for tourism in the short, medium 

and long term, including recommended projects to support tourism 

development. 

 

1.2 METHODOLOGY 

 

During the course of our assignment we have: 

 

• Met with the Client to ascertain the constraints and peculiarities of the 

assignment; 

• Conduct a review of existing available literature relating to the tourism 

industry in the Eastern Cape and of relevance to the assignment;  

• Conducted interviews by means of personal visits or telephone interviews 

with stakeholders in the Eastern Cape tourism industry;  

• Compiled tourism programme priorities during a meeting between Mr Ernest 

Booi – ECTB, Mr Philip Cole – PGDP, Mr Mike Lewis – ECDC and Mr 

Martin Jansen van Vuuren - GTKF; 

• Presented the draft programme priorities to a workshop with key 

stakeholders held at the ECDC on Monday, 14 July 2003;  

• Incorporated the comments from the workshop and submitted the updated 

programme priorities to a workshop held on Friday, 25 July 2003; 

• Based on our review and interviews as well as the input from the stakeholders 

workshops, we have compiled a succinct report that includes: 

o Identification of the major priorities for tourism development in the 

Eastern Cape; 
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o Identification of the major constraints to tourism development in the 

Eastern Cape; 

o Identification of linkages to community tourism; and 

o Identification of tourism programme priorities in the short, medium 

and long term. 

 

In our report we do not detail the findings of each document reviewed but 

rather highlight the conclusions where relevant. 

 

1.3 DOCUMENTS REVIEWED 

 

During the course of our assignment we reviewed the following documentation: 

 

• Eastern Cape Tourism Master Plan 2003 – 2007 

• Buffalo City Tourism Master Plan – Phase 1 to 5 

• The Buffalo City Municipality Local Economic Development Strategy on 

Community Tourism 

• The Buffalo City Municipality Local Economic Development Strategy on Small, 

Medium and Micro Enterprise Development 

• Various GTKF reports 

• Various WTO publications 

• Various DEAT publications 

• KPMG – Tourism Infrastructure Investment Framework 

 

1.4 TERMINOLOGY 

 

DEAT - South Africa’s Department of Environmental Affairs & Tourism 

ECDC - Eastern Cape Development Cooperation 

ECTB - Eastern Cape Tourism Board 

IDP - Integrated Development Plan 

PGDP - Eastern Cape Provincial Growth and Development Plan 

SA Tourism - South African Tourism 

SAPS - South African Police Service 

UNDP - United Nations Development Programme 

HDI - Historically Disadvantaged Individual 
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SECTION 2. OPPORTUNITIES FOR TOURISM DEVELOPMENT 

 

2.1 INTRODUCTION  

 

The Eastern Cape has been blessed with not only great biodiversity but also a rich 

cultural heritage.  The province has lagged behind the rest of South Africa in terms of 

tourism development for various historical reasons, but it is now poised to take 

advantage of the renewed interest in South Africa from foreign tourists and an 

improved position in the domestic tourism markets. 

 

In order to identify the opportunities for tourism development, we have highlighted 

the strengths, weaknesses and threats for tourism development in the Eastern Cape.  

 

2.2 SWOT ANALYSIS  

 

2.2.1 Strengths 

 

The strengths of tourism development in the Eastern Cape are: 

 

•  All 7 biomes and 29 Acocks veld types can be found in the province; 

•  A pristine coastline; 

•  Moderate climate, no high humidity; 

•  Good national parks, nature reserves and private game lodges; 

•  The Province is free of diseases such as malaria, foot & mouth, anthrax, 

bilharzias, tuberculosis; 

•  Scenic topography including mountain ranges to ocean vistas; 

•  Historical and cultural heritage – Khoi, San, British, Dutch, German and 

Xhosa; 

•  Political linkages – birthplace of Nelson Mandela, Steve Biko and other 

political leaders; 

•  Two major gateways – air and sea – Port Elizabeth and East London; 

•  Palaeontology – early man footprints, fossils, coelacanth; 

•  A vibrant hunting industry; 
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•  Rich in fauna and flora – cycads, whales, dolphins; 

•  Wide variety of adventure activities available from bungy jumping to skiing, 

to surfing, to trails, etc.; 

•  Geographical location between the prime holiday destination for foreign 

tourists – the Western Cape and the prime holiday destination for domestic 

tourists – KwaZulu-Natal. 

 

2.2.2 Weaknesses  

 

The weaknesses of tourism development in the Eastern Cape are: 

 

•  Low income of rural population limiting domestic tourism; 

•  Low levels of service delivery hampering tourism development; 

•  Lack of marketing; 

•  Lack of tourism education and awareness; 

•  Lack of tourism research; 

•  Lack of tourism funding; 

•  Distance and access from major domestic generators – Gauteng, Western 

Cape; 

•  No direct international flights; 

•  Low profile and image; 

•  Perceived as windy and cool climate; 

•  Perceived as tired and down market; 

•  No known domestically for its game reserves and parks; 

•  Lack of good road access to reserves, parks and areas of scenic beauty; 

•  Lack of an icon or top drawcard as in Table Mountain and Cape point for 

Cape Town, Game Reserves for Mpumalanaga. 

 

2.2.3 Threats 

 

The threats to tourism development in the Eastern Cape are: 

 

•  19 of the 29 Acocks veld types found in the province are threatened; 

•  Lack of resources and funding for tourism development; 

•  Deterioration of infrastructure, particularly roads.  
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2.3 OPPORTUNITIES FOR TOURISM DEVELOPMENT 

 

Based on our review the opportunities for tourism development in the Eastern 

Cape are: 

 

•  Classic sun, sea and sand holidays for the domestic market – capitalising on 

the fact that the Garden Route and Cape Town are becoming increasingly 

expensive for the domestic market; 

•  Sun, sea and sand holidays for the international market; 

•  Development of niche markets such as: 

o Hunting;  

o Backpackers; 

o Eco-tourism; 

o Events; 

o Cultural/Heritage tourism; 

o Agri-tourism; 

o Conference tourism; 

o Adventure tourism; 

o Sports tourism; 

•  Economic development of HDI communities; 

•  Protecting and rehabilitation of the natural environment; 

•  Creation of capacitated institutions to facilitate tourism development; 

 

2.4 PROJECTS FOR TOURISM DEVELOPMENT 

 

The various studies reviewed have highlighted various projects for tourism 

development.  The projects identified include: 

 

•  Greater Addo National Park; 

•  Great Fish River Reserve; 

•  Greater Baviaans Nature Reserve; 

•  Great Karoo Nature Reserve; 

•  Proposed Pondoland Park; 

•  Fish River SDI; 

•  Wild Coast SDI. 
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The tourism projects identified in the ECTB Tourism Master Plan are: 

 

•  Greater Addo National Park; 

•  Amathole Park – Port Alfred to Grahamstown to Katberg to Stutterheim to 

Kei River to Kei Mouth to Port Alfred via East London; 

•  Gariep Complex – Gariep Dam, Venterstad; 

•  Aliwal Gateway – Aliwal North; 

•  Transfrontier Park Initiative – Rodes, Mount Fletcher, Lesotho; 

•  Mandela Museum – Umtata; 

•  Pondoland Park – Wild Coast; and 

•  Maluti Ukhahlamba Hiking & Horse Trail – Maluti Mountians. 

 

The tourism projects identified by the ECDC sector profile are: 

 

•  Madiba Bay – Port Elizabeth; 

•  Amathole Park – Port Alfred to Grahamstown to Katberg to Stutterheim to 

Kei River to Kei Mouth to Port Alfred via East London; 

•  Amathole “Living Museum” – in Amathole Park; 

•  The Wild Coast Development nodes: 

o Wavecrest/Qolora 

o Dwesa/Cwebe 

o Coffee Bay 

o Port St Johns 

o Mkambati 

•  Wild Coast SDI tourism development opportunities: 

o Coffee bay – accommodation development 

o Dwesa/Cwebe Nature Reserve – accommodation development 

o Hluleka Nature Reserve – accommodation, hiking trails & fishing 

development 

o Magwa and Mboyti – Accommodation development 

o Mkambati Nature reserve – accommodation development 

•  Waterfront development in Port St Johns; 

•  Nelson Mandela Museum – Umtata; 

•  Maluti-Drakensberg Trans-frontier Park; and 

•  Lake Gariep – largest inland sea, hunting in Oviston Nature Reserve. 
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2.5 PRIORITISATION OF DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES 

 

The various development opportunities mentioned can be summarised and 

prioritised as indicated in the table below. 

 

Development Opportunity Time Frame Priority 

Wild Coast SDI Short HIGH 

Mandela Museum Short HIGH 

Greater Addo National Park Short HIGH 

Proposed Pondoland Park Medium HIGH 

Madiba Bay Short MEDIUM 

Maluti Ukhahlamba Hiking & Horse Trail Short MEDIUM 

Great Fish River Reserve Medium MEDIUM 

Greater Baviaans Nature Reserve Medium MEDIUM 

Great Karoo Nature Reserve Medium MEDIUM 

Fish River SDI Medium MEDIUM 

Amathole Park Medium MEDIUM 

Gariep Complex Medium MEDIUM 

Aliwal Gateway Medium MEDIUM 

Maluti-Drakensberg Tranfrontier Park Initiative Medium MEDIUM 

Port St Johns Waterfront Development Medium MEDIUM 

 

We feel that the development of the Wild Coast area as a tourist destination is a 

high priority.  The area offers the opportunity to combine beach and bush 

experiences for both foreign and domestic tourists.  The communities in the area 

are also suffering from high unemployment and low-income levels.  These social 

factors may lead to environmental deterioration due to subsistence farming.  The 

Wild Coast would thus satisfy sustainable development objectives with economic, 

social and environmental benefits flowing from its development. 

 

The development and marketing of the Mandela Museum is seen as a high priority 

as it is a unique selling point of the province. The Eastern Cape has a distinct 

marketing advantage as many of the past and current political leaders originated 

from the province.  This recent political history can be utilised to differentiate the 

province from other destinations. 
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SECTION 3. PRIORITIES FOR TOURISM DEVELOPMENT 

 

3.1 INTRODUCTION  

 

The identification of priorities for tourism development should be seen against the 

objectives of tourism development in the Eastern Cape.  Below we list the objectives 

for tourism development as per the ECTB Tourism Master Plan to serve as guiding 

principles for the priorities for tourism development. 

 

3.2 OBJECTIVES FOR TOURISM DEVELOPMENT 

 

The objectives of the ECTB Tourism Master Plan are: 

 

• To foster the general economic interest of the province as a whole by 

aggressively striving to increase the contribution of tourism in terms of 

foreign exchange earnings, creation of sustainable jobs, and government 

revenue, through generation of increases in bona fide tourism arrivals year 

round, and increases in length of stay; 

• To establish tourism as a provincial priority; 

• To work with other sectors to create linkages that will protect the 

environment and provide for economic benefits in other areas; 

• To create a positive image for the province and establish additional initiatives 

with respect to marketing, to capitalize on recent market trends and allow the 

Eastern Cape to compete effectively in light of increasing competition from 

other provinces in the country; 

• To continue to develop and link the various tourism offerings of the Eastern 

Cape’s six districts into a cohesive and unified provincial strategy, to create a 

product base where facilities and services are complementary and cooperative 

rather than competitive; 

• As tourism is ultimately about people, to encourage community participation 

in the planning, development, implementation and management of tourism, 

and minimize negative social impacts. 
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The ECTB Tourism Master Plan also sets guiding principles “to act as the 

underpinnings or “touchstones” for all tourism development in the Eastern Cape 

Province”.  These guiding principles are: 

 

• Tourism planning will be integrated with all other aspects of development 

within the province, involving a partnership of public sector, private sector, 

non-governmental organizations, communities and individuals; 

• An environmental ethic will underlie all decisions that are made with respect 

to tourism development; 

• Tourism will respect the culture and society of the host area, and be 

developed in consultation with the local people so that economic benefits will 

be accrued to the local area; 

• Appropriate tourism development sensitive to the local environment will be 

encouraged i.e. taking into consideration the natural and human resources of 

an area.  In some pristine areas with sensitive ecosystems, tourism 

development will be focused primarily on low-density high-yield quality 

tourists such as exclusive lodges and other facilities aimed at attracting the 

cultural-heritage and nature-oriented tourist who are suited to the product of 

the Eastern Cape and will respect the environment.  This will include both 

overseas and domestic tourists.  Larger facilities may be considered for 

development in specifically identified areas, although they will be subject to 

detailed review and will need to conform to strict heights, density, best 

management practices and environmental criteria.  In other areas with a 

greater carrying capacity, tourism development will be focused on higher-

density lower-yield domestic tourists e.g. the family tourism and leisure 

tourism markets.  South Africa and the Eastern Cape are both long haul 

tourist destinations and therefore unlikely to suffer from the negative impact 

of typical overseas mass tourism.  However, certain elements of 

overcrowding at popular domestic holiday destinations can very quickly 

assume the characteristics of mass tourism; 

• Tourism will be developed to benefit the people of the Eastern Cape and 

improve their material and non-material well-being and to provide them with 

investment opportunities, incentives, training opportunities, etc., while 

encouraging and expecting them to take leadership roles in the industry.  

 

The following policy areas were recognised in the ECTB Tourism Master Plan as 

being important for tourism development: 
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1. Establishing an achievable growth management strategy 

2. Encouraging Eastern Cape participation and ownership 

3. Strengthening tourism’s administrative capacity 

4. Provision of public sector services and infrastructure 

a. Improvements of airports 

b. Tourism site access roads 

c. Tourism information, signage and attractions 

d. Public service 

5. Enhancing the tourism product base 

a. Accommodation 

b. Tourism support services and intermediary marketing agents 

c. Tourism features and attractions 

d. Souvenirs and handicrafts production 

e. Food and beverage services 

f. Tourism planning, tourist routes, information, signage, etc 

g. Accessibility 

h. Casinos 

6. Establishing types, standards and best practices 

7. Ensuring responsible and sustainable tourism development 

8. Promoting training and awareness-building 

9. Strengthening inter-sectoral linkages 

10. Refining a marketing approach to respond to new tourism 

11. Maintaining a strong regional presence 

12. Partnerships 

13. Joint venture fund for international marketing 

 

3.3 PRIORITIES FOR TOURISM DEVELOPMENT 

 

During 1999 an Eastern Cape Tourism Indaba was held and 20 issues was identified 

that inhibit tourism growth in the province.   

 

These 20 priority issues have been included in the ECTB Tourism Master Plan and 

are listed below in no particular order: 
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1. Political will 

2. Tourism education and awareness 

3. Tourism training and skills 

development 

4. Tourism enterprise development 

5. Tourism standards and ethics 

6. Tourism policy and guiding 

principles 

7. Community based tourism 

development 

8. Tourism infrastructure 

development 

9. Safety and security 

10. Media communication strategy 

11. Stakeholder communication strategy 

12. Tourism information network and 

technology 

13. Market research 

14. Tourism marketing strategy 

15. Tourism development plan 

16. Tourism funding 

17. Institutional capacity and design 

18. Public-Private-Partnerships 

19. Joint venture programmes 

20. Budget implications 

 

Utilising the objectives of the ECTB Tourism Master Plan, guided by the principles 

identified and taking cognisance of the policy areas, the ECTB Tourism Master Plan 

identified 9 strategic priorities to address the issues that inhibit tourism growth in the 

Eastern Cape.  These strategic priorities are: 

 

• Marketing; 

• Branding; 

• Capacity building; 

• Co-operation; 

• Research; 

• Education and Awareness; 

• Access; 

• Safety & Security; and 

• Nature Reserves and National Parks. 

 

These strategic priorities are discussed in more detail in Section 6. 
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SECTION 4. CONSTRAINTS TO TOURISM DEVELOPMENT 

 

4.1 INTRODUCTION  

 

The constraints to tourism development in the Eastern Cape are closely linked to the 

weaknesses and threats to tourism development as identified in Section 2. 

 

A brief analysis of constraints to tourism development in the Eastern Cape is 

provided below. 

 

4.2 CONSTRAINTS TO TOURISM DEVELOPMENT 

 

The constraints to tourism development as identified by the ECTB Tourism Master 

Plan are analysed below. 

 

4.2.1 Infrastructure 

 

Infrastructure can relate to the number of tourist beds available in a province as well 

as the roads, access, water, etc available in the province.  Low occupancy levels of 

accommodation establishments in the urban centres show that there are no capacity 

constraints on tourist beds in the urban centres as yet.  However, due to a lack of 

tourist beds in rural areas, a capacity constraint exists in some areas.  

 

In the rural areas infrastructure such as water & electricity supply is a constraint to 

tourism development, but in the urban area this constraint does not exist.  

 

The quality of some roads, particularly in rural areas, inhibits tourism development.  

In particular rural roads to reserves, parks and areas of scenic beauty are in poor 

condition.  Areas such as the Wild Coast and mountainous areas of the Eastern Cape 

have low quality rural roads. 
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4.2.2 Access 

 

Access is a constraint in both the rural and urban areas.  Air access to the Eastern 

Cape is limited with the Port Elizabeth and East London airport being utilised by 

domestic airlines only.  Access by tourists through the ports of Port Elizabeth and 

East London is also limited. 

 

In rural areas access is limited by a lack of maintained roads.  Tour busses in 

particular have difficulty in travelling to remote tourists attractions. 

4.2.3 Marketing 

 

The ECTB has limited funding in order to achieve its tourism development priorities. 

 The ECTB Tourism Master Plan suggest that a marketing budget of R20 million be 

made available to effectively market the Eastern Cape as a tourist destination.    

4.2.4 Other Constraints 

 

Other constraints that have been identified from the literature review include: 

 

•  As the majority of domestic tourists to any province originate within that 

province, the low income levels of the rural population in the Eastern Cape 

is a constraint on domestic tourism; 

•  In general the level of awareness of tourism opportunities and the level of 

entrepreneurial skills amongst community and government authorities are 

low in the province, constraining the identification of new tourism 

developments;  

•  Tourism research on a provincial, regional and local level is lacking and 

many strategic tourism development decisions are being made based on 

limited and inaccurate information; 

•  19 of the 29 Acocks veld types found in the province are threatened and 

the lack of rehabilitation of the natural environment is constraining tourism 

development; 

•  There is a general lack of resources and funding for tourism development 

and when funds and resources are available, tourism stakeholders are not 

always aware of how to access these resources and funds. 
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SECTION 5. LINKAGES TO COMMUNITY TOURISM 

 

5.1 INTRODUCTION  

 

The need for economic empowerment and upliftment of HDI communities is 

recognised.  One of the vehicles for economic development is tourism development 

and the importance of linking tourism development with community tourism is 

recognised.   

 

5.2 LINKAGES TO COMMUNITY TOURISM 

 

The main constraints for community tourism are a lack of funding and a lack of 

appropriate skills. 

 

In the case of funding, communities very rarely know about financial support 

programmes which are available and even when they are well informed about 

available programmes they lack the ability access to them, either through a lack of 

transport or communication such as fax, phone and e-mail. 

 

In regards to skills a few issues needs to be addressed amongst communities.  Firstly, 

the perception of what tourism is and what it can offer needs to be realistically 

presented.  In most communities an unrealistic picture of tourism is painted creating 

expectations of plenty of employment opportunities and high levels of income.  

Communities need to be made aware that tourism can create jobs and provide 

income but it is not the be all and end all of economic development.  A community 

relying on tourism alone for its economic development will be subject to external 

shocks due to a very sensitive industry. 

 

Secondly, communities are not always provided with the necessary skills to identify 

and develop sustainable tourism businesses.  Communities need skills such as basic 

bookkeeping; marketing and management skills in addition to tourism specific skills 

such as for example tour guiding.  Many community tourism development fail 

because communities develop similar rather than complimentary developments and 
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then lack the marketing skills to attract tourists, as well as the management skills to 

deal with staff issues, etc.   

 

Community tourism development also requires continuous support.  The support is 

mostly not financial but rather continuous skill development and guidance.   

Mentorship programmes by big business with emerging community projects usually 

creates the most sustainable developments as continuous guidance can be obtained 

for the new, growing businesses. 
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SECTION 6. TOURISM PROGRAMME PRIORITIES 

 

6.1 INTRODUCTION  

 

Following the review of the main opportunities for tourism development in the 

Eastern Cape, the identification of major priorities for tourism development as well as 

the major constraints for tourism development, tourism programme priorities can be 

identified. 

 

The ECTB Tourism Master Plan has served as a guide in the identification of the 

tourism programme priorities. 

 

6.2 ECTB STRATEGIC PRIORITIES 

 

In the ECTB Tourism Master Plan the following strategic priorities were identified 

along with the individual strategic steps. 

 

STRATEGY GOAL STRATEGIC STEPS RESPONSIBILITY 

1.1. Adequate budget 

1.2. Focus on domestic market 

1.3. Internationally, link with SA Tourism 

& other key players 

1. Marketing Effectively market 

EC as a tourism 

destination 

1.4. Do not only focus on Big 6 markets 

ECTB 

RTO Forum 

Private Sector 

2.1. ECTB to take lead in branding 

2.2. Encourage use of a “Brand EC” 

concept by all 

2.3. Facilitate a competition for developing 

a brand 

2. Branding Take lead in 

developing a strong 

brand identity 

2.4. If a name-change eminent, rather 

sooner than later 

ECTB (Task Team) 
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STRATEGY GOAL STRATEGIC STEPS RESPONSIBILITY 

3.1. ECTB to develop capacities of all 

implementing agents 

3. Capacity 

Building 

Build implementing 

agents capacity 

3.2. A short course to be developed 

ECTB, RTO’s, LTO’s, 

Funding agencies, 

Implementing Agents, 

Educational 

institutions 

4.1. Facilitate Tourism Marketing 

Networks & assistance 

4. Co-operation Encourage greater 

co-operation and 

joint effort in 

industry 

4.2. Combine ranges of experiences 

ECTB 

RTO’s & LTO’s 

Tourism clusters 

TMNs & PPP’s 

5.1. Establish a research unit 5. Research Refocus on 

research efforts 5.2. Establish a database of relevant 

information 

ECTB, RTO’s, LTO’s, 

Institutions 

6. Education & 

awareness 

Increase the level 

of tourism 

education & 

awareness 

6.1. Introduce SA Host Programme ECTB, THETA, 

Educational 

institutions 

7.1. Accelerate upgrading of access roads 

to destinations 

7.2. Expand the tourist route & signage 

pilot project 

7.3. Develop route maps to support 

signage 

7. Access Improve access to 

tourist destinations 

7.4. Attract charter airline services 

ECTB, RTO’s, LTO’s, 

Roads, Municipalities, 

SANRA, SATSA 

8.1. Ensure friendly & timely response to 

tourist crime 

8.2. Facilitate focussed deployment & 

visibility of security personnel 

8.3. Support training of security personnel 

& Welcome campaign 

8. Safety & 

Security 

Create safe and 

secure 

environment for 

travellers 

8.4. Establish a dedicated tourist response 

line 

ECTB, RTO’s, Dept 

Safety & Security, 

SANDF, Tourist 

Safety Task Team 

9.1. Facilitate & encourage development 

and promotion of parks and reserves 

9. Nature 

Reserves & 

Parks 

Facilitate expansion 

and development 

of nature reserves 

& parks 

9.2. Assist in development of investment 

packages 

ECTB, DEAET, 

ECDC, Funding 

agencies 
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During a meeting between Mr Ernest Booi – ECTB, Philip Cole & Mike Lewis – 

ECDC and Martin Jansen van Vuuren - GTKF the strategic priorities identified by 

the ECTB Master Plan was grouped into 6 tourism programme priorities. 

 

For each tourism programme priority, programme interventions were identified 

which were then assigned a time frame for implementation, the responsible 

institutions, the conditions & linkages for its execution and the priority. 

 

It should be noted that when responsibility have been assigned to the ECTB and 

ECDC, the ECTB will assume the responsibility for marketing and branding, while 

the ECDC will assume responsibility for investment promotion. 

 

A summary of the tourism programme priorities is attached in Annexure A. 

 

6.3 TOURISM PROGRAMME PRIORITIES 

1. DEVELOP AND MARKET A STRONG DISTINCT TOURISM 

BRAND FOR THE EASTERN CAPE 

 

This programme priority links with the Marketing and Branding Strategy of the 

ECTB Master Plan.  The priority is to develop a brand that will distinguish the 

Eastern Cape from other destinations in South Africa and the world and then to 

market this brand to the relevant tourism markets that are being targeted.     

 

The following programme interventions have been identified. 

 

Develop marketing and investment promotion strategies for identified 
markets 

 

It is essential that marketing and investment promotion strategies be developed for 

specific tourism markets that are being targeted.  As identified in Section 2, the 

Eastern Cape has many opportunities for tourism development.  The Eastern Cape 

can offer much to niche markets such as sports, adventure, cultural/heritage, eco-
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tourism, hunting, etc as well as some major markets, such as domestic sun, sea and 

sand. 

 

However, these markets need to be properly researched and then targeted through 

marketing and investment promotion strategies.   

 

This programme priority should be executed in the short term i.e. within 3 years by 

the ECTB and ECDC with support from SA Tourism and DEAT. 

 

These marketing & investment promotion strategies should link closely with the 

ECTB Tourism Master Plan and could focus on niche markets such as sports, 

adventure, cultural/heritage, eco-tourism, hunting, etc. 

 

This programme intervention is of the highest priority as the Eastern Cape is losing 

market share to other destinations.    

 

Develop marketing and investment promotion strategies to link the Eastern 
Cape to the foreign tourism markets in frequenting other provinces such as 
the Western Cape and KwaZulu-Natal 

 

The Eastern Cape is ideally situated between the most popular destination for 

foreign tourists, namely the Western Cape and KwaZulu-Natal.  The Eastern Cape 

should develop marketing and investment promotion strategies that link with these 

established tourism destinations in order to attract foreign tourists.   

 

Due to historical and political reasons the Eastern Cape has been underdeveloped 

and should now endeavour to link with existing tourism destinations in order to 

become a destination for foreign tourists in its own right.   

 

This programme intervention should be executed in the short-term by the ECTB 

and ECDC with the support of SA Tourism and DEAT. 

 

It is important to link with the marketing strategies of the Western Cape and 

KwaZulu-Natal and input from these destinations could be obtained during the 

execution of this programme intervention. 
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The programme intervention is of medium importance as the programme priority 

could be achieved without this programme intervention being fully executed. 

Developing tourism based on strong environmental protection and 
rehabilitation 

 

The Eastern Cape has been blessed with great biodiversity with all 7 biomes and 29 

Acocks veld types being found in the province. However, 19 of the Acocks veld 

types are threatened.  The need for developing tourism based on strong 

environmental protection and rehabilitation is thus clear. 

 

This programme intervention should be executed in the short-term by the ECTB 

which incorporates the provincial Parks Board.   

 

Develop a marketing strategy for all-year round tourism 

 

The Eastern Cape is a seasonal destination with peaks from domestic tourism 

during the December and April school holidays, with foreign tourism peaking 

during November to February.  This programme intervention aims to develop a 

marketing strategy to promote year round tourism in order to address seasonality.   

 

The programme intervention should be executed in the medium-term by the 

ECTB.  The priority of the programme intervention is high. 

 

Prioritise marketing resources for niche markets 

 

Following the development of marketing and investment promotion strategies for 

identified niche markets, marketing resources should be prioritised to target these 

niche markets.  Limited resources are available and with prioritisation the best 

return on resource utilised can be achieved. 

 

The programme intervention should be executed in the short-term by the ECTB 

when it develops the marketing and investment promotion strategies.  These 

strategies and prioritisation should be based on strong research and market 

segmentation. 
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The priority for this programme intervention is high. 

 

2. PROTECTING AND UPGRADING THE DIVERSE NATURAL 

ENVIRONMENT AS A CORE ATTRACTION 

 

This programme priority links with the Nature Reserves & Parks strategy of the 

ECTB Tourism Master Plan.  The priority is to protect and upgrade the diverse 

natural environment that serves as a core tourism attraction in the Eastern Cape.   

 

Commercialisation of management and facilities in parks and reserves for 
different niche markets (e.g. eco-tourism & hunting) 

 

The Eastern Cape Province has various nature reserves and parks under its 

management that are not currently fully utilised.  Various opportunities exist in 

these nature reserves and parks to address the needs of different niche markets 

such as eco-tourism and hunting.   

 

The Eastern Cape is reportedly attracting 25% of the hunting industry in South 

Africa earning around R200 million per annum.  Due to the extent of the nature 

reserves and parks under provincial and private management it is possible to 

address the needs of both the hunting and eco-tourist niche markets. 

 

Under utilised reserves and parks could be packaged as investment projects by the 

ECTB and ECDC.  However, a separate nature conservation board needs to be 

established as this function currently resides with the ECTB.  This separate nature 

conservation board will ensure that both the ECTB and the conservation board can 

focus on their core responsibilities. 

 

The commercialisation of the management of these facilities should link with the 

guiding principles set in the ECTB Tourism Master Plan.  Facilities that are 

commercialised will be commercially viable to ensure sustainable developments.   

 

Access to nature reserves and parks by local communities should be ensured where 

this access previously existed.  
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This programme intervention should be executed in the short-term and is of high 

priority.    

 

Expanding the areas with long-term conservation status  

 

One method of achieving the priority of protecting and upgrading the diverse 

natural environment of the Eastern Cape is to expand the area with long-term 

conservation status.  This would entail not only expanding the area under control 

of nature conservation bodies but also encouraging the expansion of conservation 

areas under private management. 

 

The newly established Provincial Nature Conservation Board should execute the 

programme intervention in the medium-term, with assistance from ECTB and 

DEAT.  The need for land with conservation status should be balanced with the 

need for other land uses such as agriculture. 

 

The programme intervention is of medium importance. 

 

Strong regulatory framework to provide sustainable utilisation of natural 
resources and bio-diversity 

 

In order to enforce the protecting and upgrading of the natural environment a 

strong regulatory framework is needed to provide sustainable utilisation of the 

natural environment.  The needs of communities to utilise the natural environment 

is recognised along with the need for protection of that environment.  Sustainable 

utilisation is thus needed. 

 

The district and local municipalities should play a leading role in enforcement of 

the regulatory framework that should be set by DEAT and ECTB.  The regulatory 

framework should link to the programme priorities in the agricultural sector.  

 

The regulatory framework should also link to public sector and institutional 

transformation.  Powers and functions are being devolved to municipalities and 

roles and responsibilities by the various tiers of government should be clearly 
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defined.  A case in point is the complicated and contested land regulation roles of 

local government and traditional authorities former homelands.    

 

The programme intervention should be executed in the short-term and is of high 

importance. 

Identification of key environmental and heritage sites 

 

The Eastern Cape has various environmental and heritage sites that are developed 

or could be developed as core attractions.  These sites need to be identified and 

protected if they are to become core attractions. 

 

The identification of these attractions should be an ongoing process, but executed 

in the medium-term by the ECTB, district and local municipalities with assistance 

from the Heritage Council.   

 

The programme priority is of medium importance as tourism development could 

continue without the full execution of this programme priority. 

 

Strong land zoning to prioritise areas for tourism development that protect 
the environment 

 

This programme intervention ties in with the identification of environmental and 

heritage sites.  Following the identification of priority areas, using the marketing 

and investment strategies compiled by the ECTB and ECDC the district and local 

municipalities should zone identified land for tourism development.  This zoning 

will prioritise the land for tourism development. 

 

This programme intervention should be executed in the short-term by the district 

and local municipalities within the framework of the marketing, product and 

investment strategies compiled by the ECTB. 

 

Effective management by the municipalities need to be ensured and the land 

zoning should link to the agricultural programme priorities. 

 

The programme intervention is of medium importance. 
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Environment rehabilitation through community led public works (woodlots, 
township orchards, integrated with local municipalities) 

 

Community led public works such as township orchards, woodlots, etc should be 

used to rehabilitate the environment.  Both the rural and urban environment should 

be rehabilitated with programmes such as removal of alien plants in rural areas and 

township orchards in urban areas. 

 

This programme intervention should be executed in the short-term by the local 

municipalities with the assistance of the ECTB.  However, municipalities should be 

capacitated to identify community led public work programmes that comply with 

this programme intervention.  It should also be ensured that local municipalities 

have access to available funds in order to execute the programme intervention. 

 

The programme intervention is of high importance as it could generate 

employment while achieving rehabilitation of the natural environment in both rural 

and urban areas. 

 

3. ESTABLISHING A NETWORK OF STRONG TOURISM 

PRODUCTS AND FACILITIES 

 

This programme priority links with the Co-operation Strategy in the ECTB 

Tourism Master Plan.  The priority is to link tourism products and facilities into a 

strong network that can offer the tourist a range of experiences. 

 

Identifying and prioritising strong potential tourism investments particularly 
supporting local & private initiatives 

 

Potential tourism investment projects need to be identified and prioritised on a 

district and local level.  Local and private initiatives should be supported in order to 

establish a network of strong products and facilities.   

 

District and local municipalities should identify these tourism investment 

opportunities within the marketing, branding and product strategies provided by 
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the ECTB and ECDC.  The identification and prioritisation should be based on 

strong local research in order to identify viable investment projects. 

 

The programme intervention should be executed in the short-term and is of high 

importance as it will create employment and develop tourism from the ground up. 

 

Strong focussed research on opportunities in niche markets 

 

In order to inform the establishment of a network of strong tourism products and 

facilities, focused research on the opportunities in niche markets should be 

conducted.  This research will initially inform the marketing and investment 

strategies of the ECTB and ECDC, but continued research is needed for the ever 

changing tourism industry. 

 

A research unit should be established within the ECTB in the short-term to inform 

the relevant strategies and provide continued support and guidance to district and 

local municipalities. 

 

The priority of this programme intervention is high, as very little information exists 

on a provincial, regional or local level.  Various strategies are being formulated, at 

particularly local level, without the required research to inform the policy being set. 

 

Regional identification of tourism products to be developed within IDP 
framework and linked to tourism routes 

 

Municipalities are required to conduct an IDP process and many have included 

tourism as a development priority.  However, few of these IDP’s are guided by 

specific tourism research and marketing and investment strategies. 

 

The identification of tourism products to be developed within the IDP processes is 

encouraged but it should be based on informed research and provincial strategies.  

Accordingly district and local municipalities should be capacitated to identify the 

relevant tourism products to develop within the marketing, product & investment 

strategies compiled by the ECTB and ECDC. 
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The priority for this programme intervention is high as various IDP’s are being 

completed without the required tourism strategies in place.  The programme 

intervention should thus be executed in the short-term. 

 

 

Linking of opportunities to the development of existing and new tourism 
routes 

 

Various tourism routes exist or are being created in the Eastern Cape.  However, 

many of these initiatives are developed in isolation with no thought being given to 

linking routes or offering complimentary experiences.  These routes need to be 

linked by district and local municipalities based on the marketing, product and 

investment strategies compiled by the ECTB and ECDC. 

 

The programme intervention should be executed in the short-term and is of 

medium importance as tourism development could still continue without the full 

execution of this programme priority. 

 

Packaging and promotion of investment projects for domestic and 
international investors 

 

Following the identification and prioritisation of tourism investment opportunities, 

they should be packaged and promoted to both domestic and international 

investors to ensure tourism development.  The responsibility of packaging the 

investment projects should lie with the district and local municipalities while the 

promotion of the investment projects should lie with the ECTB and ECDC. 

 

This programme intervention should be executed in the short-term as it is of high 

importance.  Employment and tourism development could be generated with the 

execution of this programme priority. 

 

 

4. GROWING COMMUNITY TOURISM TO PROVIDE 

EMPLOYMENT AND INCOMES 
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The importance of community development is recognised and this priority relates 

to creation of employment and income through community tourism projects. 

 

 

Facilitate access to economic empowerment for communities 

 

Communities require access to economic empowerment.  This can be achieved 

through the provision of funds, skills and empowerment opportunities.  The 

district and local municipalities should facilitate the provision of empowerment 

opportunities by means of their procurement policies as well as identifying 

empowerment opportunities when packaging tourism investment projects. 

 

The municipalities should be capacitated to identify viable empowerment 

opportunities and to facilitate the required access to communities.  Municipalities 

should make available the relevant skills and funds through taking advantage of 

national and provincial initiatives as well as facilitating application for funds from 

donor agencies, etc.  An example of national and provincial initiatives is the EU 

Wild Coast Tourism Programme to facilitate community tourism.   

 

The programme intervention should be executed in the short-term as it is of high 

importance.  Employment and income is most needed in the HDI communities.   

 

Identification of local level community tourism opportunities in municipal 
IDP’s 

 

As mentioned with previous programme interventions, municipalities are required 

to conduct an IDP process.  The IDP process provides an opportunity to identify 

community tourism opportunities on a local level.  However, the municipalities 

need to be capacitated to identify viable community tourism projects by the 

provision of relevant research and marketing and investment strategies. 

 

The district and local municipalities in the short-term should execute the 

programme intervention.  The programme intervention is of high importance as 

employment and income is most needed in the HDI communities. 
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Facilitate linkages between tourism products and community tourism (e.g. 
market gardening for resorts) 

 

One method to grow community tourism is to facilitate linkages between existing 

tourism products and communities, for example organically grown food from the 

community could be provided to resorts.  This link can take the form of 

mentorship programmes where existing tourism establishments provide guidance 

to new community tourism projects. 

 

These links need to be facilitated by district and local municipalities and the 

tourism private sector through associations and LTOs/RTOs and are of high 

importance.  The programme intervention should be executed in the short-term. 

  

Improve the existing land tenure system by delegating leasing approval to 
provincial level 

 

Land tenure has hampered many tourism developments in the Eastern Cape. This 

problem should be solved if the leasing approval for land could be delegated to a 

provincial level.  This programme intervention should be executed in the short-

term by the ECTB and ECDC in order to address the backlog in development. 

 

The programme intervention is of high priority. 

 

Identification, prioritisation and leverage of funds for relevant community 
skills training including community based tourism awareness programmes 

 

Communities are very rarely capacitated to take advantage of tourism 

opportunities.  Entrepreneurial skills are required to identify viable projects and to 

manage the project on a sustainable basis.  Funds should be identified, prioritised 

and leveraged to provide the required skills training.  Once these funds have been 

leveraged it is essential that these funds should be made available and accessible to 

the communities.   

 

Potential sources of funding are amongst others: 

 

•  Development Bank of South Africa – Technical assistance programme; 
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•  Khula Enterprise Finance; 

•  Community Public Private Partnership Programme (CPPP) from the DTI; 

•  National Empowerment Fund (NEF); 

•  National Lottery Distribution Trust Fund; and 

•  Tourism, Hospitality & Sport Education & Training Authority (THETA). 

 

The leveraging of the funds should be executed in the short-term by the ECTB, 

while the district and local municipalities should make the funds available and 

accessible to the communities. 

 

Due to the employment and income creation possibilities, this program 

intervention is of a high priority. 

 

Identification of cultural capital, and investment in its development, linked 
to arts, crafts, music, drama, history, performance art, etc 

 

Tourism opportunities for communities often relate to cultural capital and 

investment should thus occur in its development.  This development can be linked 

to arts, crafts, music, drama, history, performance art, etc. 

 

The identification of cultural capital should be informed by relevant cultural 

research which should be conducted by the ECTB in the short-term.  The district 

and local municipalities should execute the development of cultural capital. 

 

The priority of the programme intervention is high due to the potential 

employment and income generation.  

 

5. DEVELOP STRONG AND CO-ORDINATED INSTITUTIONS TO 

FACILITATE TOURISM DEVELOPMENT 

 

This programme priority links to the capacity building and research strategy of the 

ECTB Tourism Master Plan. 
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Need for a co-ordinated tourism development strategy linking marketing 
and investment 

 

This programme intervention relates to the need for greater cooperation between 

the marketing and investment promotion functions.  Often tourism projects are 

promoted that do not align with the marketing strategy of the Eastern Cape.  A co-

ordinated tourism development strategy is thus needed to link marketing and 

investment. 

 

This programme priority should be executed in the short-term as it will be the 

bases for the marketing and promotion strategies for identified niche markets.  

Strong cooperation between the ECTB and ECDC is required to execute this 

programme intervention with a high priority. 

 

Develop a stronger tourism research capacity in market analysis and project 
development 

 

This programme intervention links with previous interventions that relate to the 

provision of relevant research to inform strategic decisions.  This programme 

intervention is of high importance as various strategic decisions on district and local 

level are taken without the proper research.   

 

Guidance from the ECTB and ECDC should be provided and the establishment of 

a research unit in the sort-term is proposed.  This research unit should provide 

continuous research of this ever-changing tourism industry. 

 

Build representative regional tourism organisations linked to district 
municipalities 

 

The responsibility for the execution of the programme interventions lies with the 

district and local municipalities and the private sector and accordingly 

representative and capacitated regional tourism organisations should be established 

linked to district municipalities.  The ECTB should take the responsibility for the 

building of these district organisations and the programme intervention should be 

executed in the short-term. 
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The programme intervention is of a high priority as the district municipalities will 

act as implementation agents for the ECTB and ECDC. 

 

 

6. DEVELOP STRONG LINKAGES WITH RELATED SECTORS 

 

This programme priority links to the Access and Safety & Security Strategies of the 

ECTB Tourism Master Plan.  The priority is to link to all related sectors that 

impact on the tourism industry such as infrastructure, safety & security, etc. 

 

Ensure adequate road access to tourist attractions 

 

Due to the topography of the Eastern Cape as well as the lack of maintenance of 

roads, many existing and potential tourist attractions are inaccessible.  District and 

local municipalities should prioritise these access roads within the marketing, 

product and investment strategies of the ECTB and ECDC and funds should then 

be allocated in order to improve the identified roads. 

 

Transport and infrastructure strategies should be integrated with tourism 

development strategies and tourism infrastructure should be prioritised.   

 

The programme intervention should be executed in the short-term as it is of a high 

priority. 

 

Ensure the safety & security of tourists 

 

Despite an improvement in the international community’s view on the safety of 

South Africa as a destination, safety and security of tourists is still important.  The 

programme intervention calls for cooperation between the ECTB, SAPS and 

District & Local Municipalities to ensure the safety and security of tourists. 

 

Tourism attractions should be prioritised for crime prevention in the short-term.  

The priority of the programme intervention is high as one incident could drastically 

reduce tourism to a destination. 
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Investigate the viability of Port Elizabeth and East London Airports for 
international flights 

 

One of the capacity constrainst on the Eastern Cape tourism industry is the lack of 

international flights directly to the province.  The viability of Port Elizabeth and 

East London as international airports should be investigated before the airlines and 

national authorities are approached.  Should the viability of one or both of the 

airports be shown, a stronger case can be presented to government and to airlines. 

 

Strong support from the Eastern Cape tourism industry would be needed to 

support international flights as the number of international and domestic tourists 

that arrive by air to the Eastern Cape is limited.  A detailed feasibility study should 

thus be conducted. 

 

The ECTB should take the lead in commissioning such a study in the short-term as 

this programme intervention is of high importance.  International airport in the 

Eastern Cape could increase tourism to the province. 

 

Ensure the production of quality arts & crafts 

 

Tourists that travel throughout South Africa often encounter the same arts & crafts 

at each destination.  Unique arts & crafts of a high quality are thus required in the 

Eastern Cape to differentiate the offerings in the province from other destinations.  

 

The programme intervention requires the ECTB to provide the overall guidance on 

the development of arts & crafts within its marketing, product and investment 

strategies, while the district and local municipalities can identify projects that 

produce these quality arts & crafts. 

 

The arts & crafts should be linked to research regarding the heritage of the 

communities as well as the needs of tourists.   
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The programme intervention should be executed in the short-term and of a high 

priority. 
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PROGRAMME PRIORITIES PROGRAMME 

INTERVENTIONS 
Short, 

Medium, or 
Long Term 

INSTITUTIONS CONDITIONS & 
LINKAGES 

PRIORITY 
(High, 

Medium, Low) 

 

1. DEVELOP AND MARKET 
A STRONG DISTINCT 
TOURISM BRAND FOR THE 
EASTERN CAPE 

 

•  Develop marketing and 
investment promotion 
strategies for identified 
markets, including 
niche markets 

 

Short-term 

 

 

ECTB 

ECDC 

SA Tourism 

DEAT 

 

 

•  Must link to ECTB 
Tourism Master 
Plan 

•  Could focus on niche 
markets such as 
sports, adventure, 
cultural/heritage, 
eco-tourism, 
hunting, etc 

 

HIGH 

 

 
•  Develop marketing and 

investment promotion 
strategies to link the 
Eastern Cape to the 
foreign tourism markets 
in other provinces (W. 
Cape, Garden Route, 
KZN South Coast) 

Short-term 

 

 

 

ECTB 

ECDC 

SA Tourism 

DEAT 

•  Link with tourism 
strategies of 
Western Cape & 
KwaZulu-Natal 

 

MEDIUM 
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PROGRAMME PRIORITIES PROGRAMME 
INTERVENTIONS 

Short, 
Medium, or 
Long Term 

INSTITUTIONS CONDITIONS & 
LINKAGES 

PRIORITY 
(High, 

Medium, Low) 

 
•  Developing tourism 

based on strong 
environmental 
protection and 
rehabilitation 

Short-term 

 

ECTB 

Provincial 
Department of 
Nature 
Conservation 

 HIGH 

 

 
•  Develop a marketing 

strategy for all-year 
round tourism 

Medium-term ECTB  HIGH 

 
•  Prioritise marketing 

resources on niche 
markets 

Short-term ECTB •  Strategy should be 
based on strong 
research & market 
segmentation 

HIGH 
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PROGRAMME PRIORITIES PROGRAMME 
INTERVENTIONS 

Short, 
Medium, or 
Long Term 

INSTITUTIONS CONDITIONS & 
LINKAGES 

PRIORITY 
(High, 

Medium, Low) 

 
2. PROTECTING AND 
UPGRADING THE DIVERSE 
NATURAL ENVIRONMENT 
AS A CORE ATTRACTION 
 

 

•  Commercialisation of 
management of the 
facilities in parks and 
reserves for different 
niche markets (eg. eco-
tourism, hunting) 

 

Short-term 

 

 

 

ECTB 

ECDC 

 

•  Establish a nature 
conservation board 
separate from the 
ECTB 

•  Must link to ECTB 
Tourism Master 
Plan 

•  Facilities must be 
commercially viable 

•  Ensure continued 
local access  

 

HIGH 

 

 
•  Expanding the areas 

under long-term 
conservation status 

Medium-term 

 

ECTB 

DEAT 

•  Balance with other 
land use needs 

MEDIUM 
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PROGRAMME PRIORITIES PROGRAMME 
INTERVENTIONS 

Short, 
Medium, or 
Long Term 

INSTITUTIONS CONDITIONS & 
LINKAGES 

PRIORITY 
(High, 

Medium, Low) 

 
•  Strong regulatory 

framework to provide 
sustainable utilisation of 
natural resources and 
bio-diversity 

Short-term DEAT 

ECTB 

Municipalities 

•  Link to agricultural 
programme 
priorities 

•  Link to public sector 
& institutional 
transformation 

HIGH 

 
•  Identification of key 

environmental and 
heritage sites 

Medium ECTB 

Municipalities 

Heritage Council 

 MEDIUM 

 
•  Strong land zoning to 

prioritise areas for 
tourism development 
and protect the 
environment 

Short-term 

 

ECTB 

Municipalities 

•  Ensure effective 
management by 
municipalities 

•  Link to agricultural 
programme 
priorities 

MEDIUM 
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PROGRAMME PRIORITIES PROGRAMME 
INTERVENTIONS 

Short, 
Medium, or 
Long Term 

INSTITUTIONS CONDITIONS & 
LINKAGES 

PRIORITY 
(High, 

Medium, Low) 

 
•  Environment 

rehabilitation though 
community led public 
works (woodlots, 
township orchards) 
integrated with local 
municipalities 

Short-term ECTB 

Local 
Municipalities 

•  Capacitate 
municipalities to 
identify community 
public work 
programmes 

•  Ensure availability 
and accessibility of 
funds to 
municipalities 

HIGH 
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PROGRAMME PRIORITIES PROGRAMME 
INTERVENTIONS 

Short, 
Medium, or 
Long Term 

INSTITUTIONS CONDITIONS & 
LINKAGES 

PRIORITY 
(High, 

Medium, Low) 

 
3. ESTABLISHING A 
NETWORK OF STRONG 
TOURISM PRODUCTS AND 
FACILITIES 

 

•  Identifying and 
prioritising strong 
potential tourism 
investments 
particularly supporting 
local & private 
initiatives 

 

Short-term 

 

 

ECTB 

ECDC 

District & local 
muncipalities 

 

•  Must be based on 
strong local 
research 

•  Must link with 
marketing & 
branding strategy 

 

HIGH 

 
•  Strong focussed 

research on 
opportunities in niche 
markets 

Short-term 

 

ECTB 

ECDC 

 

•  Establish research 
unit  

HIGH 
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PROGRAMME PRIORITIES PROGRAMME 
INTERVENTIONS 

Short, 
Medium, or 
Long Term 

INSTITUTIONS CONDITIONS & 
LINKAGES 

PRIORITY 
(High, 

Medium, Low) 

 
•  Regional identification of 

tourism products to be 
developed within IDP 
framework and linked 
to tourism routes 

Short-term 

 

ECTB 

ECDC 

District & Local 
Municipalities 

•  Capacitate 
municipalities to 
identify tourism 
products 

•  Ensure municipalities 
identify products 
within the 
marketing, product 
& branding strategy 

HIGH 

 

 
•  Linkage of opportunities 

to the development of 
existing and new 
tourism routes 

Short-term 

 

ECTB 

District & Local 
Municipalities 

 MEDIUM 

 

 
•  Packaging and 

promotion of 
investment projects for 
domestic and 
international investors 

Short-term ECTB 

ECDC 

•  Will need to provide 
and/or package 
incentives to go with 
projects 

HIGH 
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PROGRAMME PRIORITIES PROGRAMME 
INTERVENTIONS 

Short, 
Medium, or 
Long Term 

INSTITUTIONS CONDITIONS & 
LINKAGES 

PRIORITY 
(High, 

Medium, Low) 

 
4. GROWING COMMUNITY 
TOURISM TO PROVIDE 
EMPLOYMENT AND 
INCOMES 

 

•  Facilitate access to 
economic 
empowerment, funds, 
skills, etc for 
communities 

 

Short-term 

 

 

 

ECTB 

District & Local 
Municipalities 

 

•  Capacitate 
municipalities to 
facilitate access 

 

HIGH 

 
•  Identification of local 

level community 
tourism opportunities in 
municipality IDPs 

Short-term 

 

Local 
Municipalities 

 

•  Capacitate 
municipalities to 
identify tourism 
projects 

HIGH 

 

 
•  Facilitate linkages 

between tourism 
resorts and products, 
and community tourism 
(eg market gardening 
for resorts) 

Short-term 

 

 

District & Local 
Municipalities 

Private sector 
bodies 

•  Establish mentorship 
programmes 

•  Need strong private 
sector support and 
possibly incentives 

HIGH 

 

 

 
•  Improve existing land 

tenure system by 
delegating leasing 
approval to provincial 
level 

Short-term 

 

 

ECTB 

ECDC 

 

 HIGH 
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PROGRAMME PRIORITIES PROGRAMME 
INTERVENTIONS 

Short, 
Medium, or 
Long Term 

INSTITUTIONS CONDITIONS & 
LINKAGES 

PRIORITY 
(High, 

Medium, Low) 

 
•  Identification, 

prioritisation and 
leverage of funds for 
relevant community 
skills training including 
community based 
tourism awareness 
programmes 

Short-term 

 

 

ECTB 

District & local 
municipalities 

 

•  Ensure availability 
and accessibility of 
funds to 
communities 

HIGH 

 

 

 
•  Identification of cultural 

capital and investment 
in its development, 
linked to arts, crafts, 
music, drama, history, 
performance art, etc 

Short-term ECTB 

District & Local 
Municipalities 

•  Ensure research 
informs 
communities of their 
heritage and 
opportunities 
associated 
therewith 

HIGH 
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PROGRAMME PRIORITIES PROGRAMME 
INTERVENTIONS 

Short, 
Medium, or 
Long Term 

INSTITUTIONS CONDITIONS & 
LINKAGES 

PRIORITY 
(High, 

Medium, Low) 

 
5. DEVELOP STRONG AND 
CO-ORDINATED 
INSTITUTIONS TO 
FACILITATE TOURISM 
DEVELOPMENT 

 

•  Need for a co-ordinated 
tourism development 
strategy linking 
marketing and 
investment/development 

 

Short-term 

 

 

ECTB 

ECDC 

 

 

•  Need for strong 
cooperation 
between ECTB & 
ECDC 

 

HIGH 

 

 
•  Develop a stronger 

tourism research 
capacity in market 
analysis and project 
development 

Short-term ECTB 

ECDC 

•  Establish research 
unit within ECTB 

HIGH 

 
•  Build representative 

regional tourism 
organisations linked to 
district municipalities 

Short-term ECTB 

District 
Municipalities 

Private Sector 

•  Capacitate district 
municipalities 

•  Need strong private 
sector support 

HIGH 
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PROGRAMME PRIORITIES PROGRAMME 
INTERVENTIONS 

Short, 
Medium, or 
Long Term 

INSTITUTIONS CONDITIONS & 
LINKAGES 

PRIORITY 
(High, 

Medium, Low) 

 
6. DEVELOP STRONG 
LINKAGES WITH RELATED 
SECTORS 

 

•  Ensure adequate road 
access to tourist 
attractions 

 

Short-term 

 

 

 

ECTB 

District & Local 
Municipalities 

Department of 
Transport 

Department of 
Public Works 

 

•  Need integration of 
transport planning 
frameworks 

•  Need prioritisation of 
tourism 
infrastructure 

 

HIGH 

 

 
•  Ensure the safety & 

security of tourists 

Short-term ECTB 

SAPS 

•  Need strong 
cooperation 
between SAPS & 
tourism authorities 

HIGH 

 
•  Investigate the viability 

of Port Elizabeth and 
East London Airports 
for international flights 

Short-term ECTB 

ECDC 

Department of 
Transport/Civil 
Aviation 

•  Need strong support 
from private tourism 
industry 

HIGH 
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PROGRAMME PRIORITIES PROGRAMME 
INTERVENTIONS 

Short, 
Medium, or 
Long Term 

INSTITUTIONS CONDITIONS & 
LINKAGES 

PRIORITY 
(High, 

Medium, Low) 

 
•  Ensure the production of 

quality, unique arts & 
crafts 

Short-term ECTB 

District & Local 
Municipalities 

•  Should link to 
research regarding 
heritage 

MEDIUM 

 

 

 

 

 

 


